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Abstract: Deformability of erythrocyte was found to
fundamentally alter the wetting dynamics of red blood
cell (RBC) suspensions during their invasion into capil-
laries. Normal RBC suspensions failed to penetrate more
than 1 cm into a glass capillary when the capillary radius
was smaller than a critical value that is dependent on the
erythrocyte concentration (about 50 mm for whole blood).
In contrast, suspensions of rigidified RBCs, after cross-
linking with different concentrations of glutaraldehyde or
incubating with 100 ng/mL of an endotoxin, could pene-
trate any capillary larger than the erythrocyte dimension.
The effect of RBC deformability on penetration was
attributed to the enhanced shear-induced migration of
normal deformable RBCs toward the capillary centreline,
which imparted a higher average velocity to the RBCs than
the average plasma velocity. As a result, the erythrocytes
advanced into the capillary faster than the wetting
meniscus, packing behind it to form a concentrated slug.
This tightly packed slug had a high hydrodynamic resis-
tance that couldarrest thepenetratingflowofconcentrated
suspensions into the small capillaries.
� 2005Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The flow properties of blood suspensions are influenced by

both red blood cell (RBC) deformation and aggregation.

During sepsis, the appearance of pathological and rigidified

forms of circulatory erythrocytes is postulated to produce

abnormal cell–endothelial interaction, block capillary flow,

and inhibit capillary exchange at important areas. All of these

anomalous micro-circulation phenomena caused by rigidi-

fied erythrocytes can result in acute organ dysfunction

(Baskurt et al., 1998; Hinshaw, 1996). Similar to septic

RBCs, human blood substitutes from glutaraldehyde cross-

linking of bovine RBCs can become rigid (Bellelli et al.,

1988). These erythrocytes display increased mechanical and

chemical resistance, but still bind oxygen reversibly. The

optimal degree of glutaraldehyde cross-link to render the

cells active but without altering the suspension hydrody-

namics is thus of considerable interest.

Distinct rheological behaviors of deformable and rigid

particle suspensions have been documented extensively for

continuous shear flow in various channels (Brooks et al.,

1970; Pries et al., 1992). Rigid RBC suspensions exhibit

higher viscosity than normal blood suspensions, and this

viscosity shows some shear-thinning effects at high shear

rates and highRBC concentrations (Brooks et al., 1970). This

shear-thinning viscoelastic rheology is thought to have an

origin in RBC segregation. Unlike rigid RBCs, which segre-

gate only at high concentrations, a single deformable RBC in

a simple shear flow will drift away from a bounding wall

(Olla, 1999). Hence, these segregation tendencies and the

rheological anomalies are even more likely for healthy and

deformable RBC suspensions. Due to this enhanced migra-

tion of deformable RBCs even at low concentration, the low-

hematocrit RBC distribution in continuous flow through a

capillary shows a clear marginal layer free of RBCs near the

wall (Zhou and Chang, 2005). The thickness of the marginal

layer increases with shear rate. As the plasma has a much

lower viscosity than the homogeneous blood suspension, the

effective suspension viscosity hence decreases with increas-

ing shear due to this plasma-skimming phenomenon. This

particular segregation and shear-thinning phenomenon for

healthy blood suspensions, which is much more pronounced

than those of rigid particles or rigidified RBCs, is commonly

known as the Fahraeus–Lindqvist effect (Fahraeus and

Lindqvist, 1931). The rheological effects of this phenomenon

have been measured extensively since the earlier work of

Haynes and Burton (1959).

We have recently uncovered yet another anomalous

hydrodynamic phenomenon involving RBC suspensions

(Zhou and Chang, 2005). Instead of continuous blood flow,

we examinedwetting blood flow into an open capillarywhere

a meniscus advances ahead of the flowing suspension. We

observe that whole blood fails to penetrate far into a glass

capillary or a micro-needle with a diameter smaller than

100 mm, while such loading failure does not exist for plasma

or RBC suspensions with lower hematocrit. This loading

threshold is becoming a major technical obstacle in the dia-

gnostic industry as miniature blood diagnostic kits become

smaller. The penetration failure seems to be in contradiction
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with the shear-thinning effect of Fahraeus–Lindqvist

phenomenon at the high shear rate of 100/s when penetration

fails. The marginal layer of the Fahraeus–Lyndqvist effect is

responsible for the shear-thinning effect and should actually

render the same suspension less viscous and hence easier to

penetrate. There is hence a completely different hydrody-

namic phenomenon at play during wetting. However, like the

shear-thinning effect in continuous flow, we shall demon-

strate that RBC segregation and aggregation play important

roles in such wetting flow anomalies.

Numerous migration mechanisms have been suggested to

explain particle aggregation at the capillary centreline in the

Fahraeus–Lindqvist phenomenon, yet all are still under

intense scrutiny.Migration of a single particle from awall in a

simple shear flow can arise due to asymmetry (Olla, 1999),

deformability (Goldsmith and Mason, 1962; Olla, 1999), or

inertia (Saffman, 1965). Typically, these suggested mechan-

isms break the fore-aft symmetry of the flow field around the

particle to produce a privileged orientation that couples with

a net hydrodynamic drag force in the cross-streamline

direction to produce drift away from the wall. The asym-

metric velocity perturbation produced by a non-spherical

particle in the presence of a wall can hence contribute to this

drift (Olla, 1999). Although a RBC is non-spherical, it still

possesses a highly symmetric geometry about an axis. A

RBC in capillary flow often orients its axis of symmetry with

the capillary axis such that the fore-aft symmetry is again

preserved (Minerick et al., 2002). For particles with fore-aft

symmetry, external flow can only produce a zero-mean

rotation of the particle, and hence no net transverse hydro-

dynamic force or drift can occur. Inclusion of inertia is also

sufficient to break the symmetry of the velocity field around

the particle. The extra inertial drag and compressive force

due to the wall lead to a transverse migration with velocity

81huiag1/2/6pn1/2 (Saffman, 1965), where hui is the char-

acteristic velocity, a is the particle radius, g is the local shear
rate, and n the kinematic viscosity. If the particle is spherical

and rigid, only the inertial mechanism can produce a single-

particle cross-streamline drift away from a flat wall. How-

ever, rigid particles �10 mm in radius equilibrate with the

fluid velocitywithin a negligible inertial time of�10�5 s, and

inertial effects are typically discounted in micro-capillary

blood flow. For compressible particles, it is the small defor-

mation produced by the strain of external flow that breaks the

fore-aft symmetry. The compressive and tensile forces

normal to the cell surface then result in a net transverse

force and migration (Goldsmith and Mason, 1962). Hence,

for a single RBC, deformation-induced migration is the most

likely mechanism for radial segregation in a capillary.

Because this migration mechanism involves a single particle

without any stochastic component, the migration is ballistic

and the mathematical description of the resulting cross-

streamline particle flux resembles convective flux—a

migration velocity can be obtained and will be presented

subsequently.

Another distinct cross-streamline migration mechanism

away from the wall is the shear-induced migration, which

also involves a convection-like flux of rigid particles away

from the wall. This mechanism results due to particle–

particle interaction in a unidirectional shear flow. It neces-

sarily involves multiple particles and is hence most

pronounced at high particle concentrations. The particles

are driven from a high shear-rate streamline at the wall to a

low shear-rate streamline near the capillary axis in this shear-

inducedmigrationmechanism (Leighton andAcrivos, 1987).

This drift is due to the higher interaction rate with other

particles on the high-shear side of a reference particle

because there is a larger difference in translational velocity

between this particle and particles on nearby streamlines on

that side. The higher frequency of interaction on the high

shear side then propels the particle towards the low shear

direction. As a result, a transverse gradient of the tangential

shear-rate, (i.e., a transverse curvature in the tangential

velocity) must be appreciable for this phenomenon to occur.

The ‘‘collision’’ frequency measuring the frequency of

particle interaction is roughly the shear rate g¼hui/R, where
hui is the characteristic velocity and R the characteristic

transverse dimension of the channel, multiplied by the local

particle volume fraction f. However, a net migration can

only result if a shear rate gradient (dg/dn) exists across the
particle dimension a, and Dg¼ (dg/dn)a is the appropriate

shear rate to use for the interaction frequencyDgf. Also, each
interaction event should propel the reference particle by a

length scale the same order as the particle size a. Hence, the

migration velocity should scale as (dg/dn)fa2. A character-

istic shear rate gradient is (dg/dn)� g/R�hui/R2, and thus,

the migration velocity scales as huif(a/R)2. Therefore, the
characteristicmigration time across the channel isR/[huif(a/
R)2] and the induction distance for this segregation to develop

in the flow direction is Lt¼ (R3/a2)/f. This induction length

will be shown to play an important role in the segregation

dynamics of deformable RBCs responsible for loading

failure. The sensitive dependence on the particle concentra-

tion f and the particle size a, due to the multi-particle

interaction origin of shear-induced migration, is evident in

the induction length.

There are other transport mechanisms across streamlines

due to particle-particle interactions, but they are driven by

transverse concentration gradients and the resulting viscosity

gradients. These two mechanisms are diffusive in nature as

they tend to homogenize any concentration gradient, and they

have a diffusivity that scales as gfa2 (Phillips et al., 1992). As
a result, the diffusion time for both mechanisms and the

associated induction length are identical to that of shear-

induced migration. In particular, the induction length is also

Lt¼ (R3/a2)/f in a suspension of concentrated rigid particles.

Hence, it requires the same channel length to segregate and

homogenize by these multi-particle mechanisms, and which

one occurs depends on the local flow field and shear-rate

gradient.

The present study is designed to study the relationship

between the various migration mechanisms, particularly the

single-particle migration mechanism due to deformation and

the multi-particle shear-induced migration and diffusion
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mechanisms, on the wetting dynamics of blood being loaded

into a micro-capillary. All mechanisms will be demonstrated

to occur at some stage during the penetration failure.

However, the key driving mechanism will be shown to be

the single-particle deformation-induced migration mechan-

ism. As a consequence, RBCs possessing different degrees

of rigidity, as a result of treatment with either glutaraldehyde

or lipopolysacchride (an endotoxin used to induce sepsis),

do not suffer penetration failure. Our study suggests the

potential use of wetting failure as a straightforward indicator

of cell deformability.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Citrated fresh normal bovine red blood cells (Animal Tech-

nologies Inc., Tyler, TX) upon receiving were re-suspended

in standard 0.9% saline solution (Phoenix Scientific, Inc., St.

Joseph, MO) to prepare RBC suspensions of different

hematocrit concentrations f0¼ 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and

60% maintained at a pH of 7.4. The initial erythrocyte

volume fraction was determined to be roughly 95 to 100% by

measuring the hemoglobin (Hb) concentration via amodified

cyanomethemoglobin method (Oser, 1965). Micro particles

based on polystyrene (5mm, FlukaChemie) at concentrations

of 1 and 5%, suspended in saline solution were also prepared

for contrast as known rigid particles. The addition of small

amount of plasma or RBC re-suspended in PBS has

negligible effects on the measurement.

Lipopolysaccharide from E. coli O111:B4 (an endotoxin)

was purchased from Fisher Scientific, and dissolved respec-

tively into RBC suspensions at 378C to prepare endotoxin

treated red blood cell suspensions using different endotoxin

concentrations at 20, 100, and 1 mg/mL. Experiments were

carried out 30 min after mixing the endotoxin with the RBC

suspensions.

For the cross-linking reaction, glutaraldehyde (25%) was

obtained from Sigma. Prior to reaction, RBCs were washed

with sterile (via 0.2 mm filtration), cold phosphate buffered

saline (PBS, pH¼ 7.4) in order to remove free Hb and

remaining plasma proteins. The RBCs were then resus-

pended in PBS to give a Hb concentration of 3.5 mM. The

cross-linking reaction was carried out at 2 different molar

ratios of Hb (within the RBCs) to glutaraldehyde (1:1 and

2:1) for 12 h. RBCs (12 mL, 3.5 mMHb) and glutaraldehyde

were each transferred to a single 50-mL centrifuge tube

wrapped in aluminium foil (glutaraldehyde is light sensitive),

and the tube was placed onto a 3-D rotator within a 48C
refrigerator for subsequent reaction. To quench the cross-

linking reaction, sodium borohydride (NaBH4) was added at

a 2:1 molar ratio to the initial glutaraldehyde concentration.

The quenching reaction was allowed to proceed for 30 min

while the vessel remained on the 3-D rotator. Finally, the

reaction solution was centrifuged for 15 min, the supernatant

removed, and fresh, sterile PBS was added to the RBC pellet

to bring the final Hb (within the RBC) concentration to

approximately 1mM.ThemodifiedRBCswere then stored at

48C until analysis.

The capillary wetting system used in this study mainly

consisted of a glass capillary tube of known radius (Polymicro

Technologies, Phoenix, AZ). The capillary radius, R, ranged

from10.5 to 50mmand the length is uniform around 15 cm. To

further ensure that the suspension wets the capillary under the

same condition and that the blood cells do not adhere to the

capillaries, zeta potentials of the normal and cross-linkedRBC

suspensions were measured using a Zetapals instrument

(Brookhaven Instrument Corp., Holtsville, NY). Each sample

was prepared by adding one drop of the RBC suspension to

15 mL of either PBS or ILCM (isotonic low conductivity

media, 10mLof ILCMcontaining8.6%w/wsucrose, 0.3%w/

w dextrose, and 1.0 mg/mL BSA (Sigma), pH 7.4) medium.

The instrument’s noble metal electrode was preconditioned

using either PBS or ILCM respectively (10 runs, 30 cycles).

Themediumused for preconditioningwas then removed from

the holding cell, and an aliquot of the RBC suspension was

added to the holding cell and analyzed (10 runs, 20 cycles).

A large drop (volume �40 mL) was placed in front of the

capillary during each penetration experiment. The linear

dimension of the drop was roughly 5 mm while the outer

capillary diameter did not exceed 300 microns. The entire

volume of blood that invaded into the capillary was estimated

to not exceed 5 mL for the duration of the experiments, which

was only a small fraction of the drop volume. A continuous

supply of homogeneous blood suspension was hence

provided by the drop.

The meniscus motion and the particle concentration were

monitored using a high speed video camera (1,000 frames/s)

attached to an inverted microscope as depicted in Figure 1.

The field of view contained roughly a 200 mm section of the

capillary, and video movies were recorded for 6 to 10

separate stations of known distance from the capillary

entrance. Separate experiments were carried out for mea-

surement and imaging at each station for a given R, f0, and

drop volume placed at the capillary entrance.

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental setup.
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RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Assuming fully developed laminar flow in small capillaries,

the supply of homogeneous RBC suspension to the moving

meniscus can be modeled by a linear hydrodynamic

resistance, which increases proportional to the length of the

liquid plug. The driving force for the homogeneous liquid is

the constant capillary pressure s/R (Kalliadasis and Chang,

1996). This capillary pressure produces a pressure gradient of

P¼s/RL across the wetted length of L. Using this gradient

in the equation of motion in a cylinder yields a radially

average liquid velocity hui(t) as a function of the position of
the moving meniscus L(t):

uh iðtÞ ¼ RscosðqÞ=8mLðtÞ ð1Þ

where y is the contact angle of the liquid to the capillary

wall, s the surface tension of the liquid in air, and m the

viscosity of the liquid. As the meniscus velocity profile is

radially uniform, a simple flow balance then stipulates that

hui(t) is also the meniscus velocity at L(t).

The viscosity dependence on concentration m(f), f being

particle volume concentration, is typically different forRBCs

and rigid particles. Typically, the following power-law

constitutive equation for the viscosity is used to describe

this dependence (Phillips et al., 1992):

mðfÞ ¼ mfluidð1� ðf=fmÞÞ
�n ð2Þ

Suspensions of rigid particles reach infinite viscosity at the

maximumsimplecubicpackingvolume fractionoffm¼ 0.62,

while deformable RBCs can be packed very densely such that

their viscosity remains finite even at the maximum volume

fraction of f¼ 1. As such, the nominal maximum volume

fractionfmis foundtobe1.1fromfitting the rheologicaldataof

HaynesandBurton(1959)suchthat theviscosity isfinitefor the

entire physical rangeoff. The singularpower-lawconstitutive

Equation (2) results in this non-physical fm because the true

viscosity is finite. The plasma viscosity mfluid in Equation (2) is
taken to be 1.0 cp and the exponent n¼ 1.82was also obtained

by fitting the blood viscosity data at R¼ 747.7mm of Haynes

and Burton (1959). At a maximum packing of f¼ 1.0, the

effective viscosity is about 100 times higher than that of pure

plasma, an important fact that will be utilized in our theory for

explaining penetration failure.

The above wetting theory assumes an RBC suspension

with a homogeneous RBC distribution. However, consider-

able RBC segregation and aggregation were observed in our

experiments. Images from high-speed video of normal RBC

suspensions penetrating into capillaries showed a concen-

trated cell slug behind the meniscus (Fig. 2a), while latex

particle suspensions remained homogeneous (Fig. 2b).

Normal deformable RBCs behind the slug favored the

capillary centreline (see top left of Fig. 2a), and a clear

marginal layer free of cells appeared near the capillary wall.

In dilute solutions, individual cells are observed to radially

segregate and pack behind the meniscus immediately after it

enters the capillary. Endotoxin-treated RBCs (Fig. 2c) also

did not pack onto the meniscus as normal RBCs did, instead

they behaved as latex particles and exhibited a more even

distribution across the capillary. This observation indicates

the reduced deformability of RBCs after treatment with an

endotoxin can affect the RBC segregation in the penetrating

flow.

A detailed RBC count at the steady state after themeniscus

region in the radial direction produces the particle fraction

distributions shown in Figure 2e for both normal and

endotoxin-treated suspensions of Figure 2e. The count is

carried out on video frames and hence reflects the true

particle fraction distribution and not the flow-weighted

distribution. It is clear that the distribution is much more

Figure 2. a–c: Images of advancing normal RBC (top), latex microspheres (middle), and endotoxin treated RBC (bottom) suspensions (both f0¼ 1%) at

L¼ 2 cm from the entrance for the indicated frame numbers. The frames are taken at 1,000 frame per second. In normal blood suspension (top), a concentrated

unsegregated slug is formed behind the meniscus but blood cells remain radially segregated behind the slug. For latex and endotoxin treated RBC suspensions

(bottom two), neither meniscus packing nor upstream radial segregation is observed. d: Computed radial blood cell distribution for rigid spheres (lower figure)

and deformable spheres atb¼ 3.85 and 9.13. e: RBCcounts for normal and endotoxin treated suspensions at frame�700,which is far upstreamof themeniscus,

are compared to theoretical curves at two different values of the capillary number b. [Color figure can be seen in the online version of this article, available at
www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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homogeneous for the endotoxin-treated suspension.

Although we are unable to determine whether the normal

blood cells are deformed with the small images of the cells,

we will deduce and confirm from theoretical analysis of the

hydrodynamic data that the difference in the two distribu-

tions is due to particle deformability and the same difference

accounts for the penetration failure of normal RBC

suspensions into small capillaries.

The radialmigration of normal RBCs towards the capillary

axis creates a marginal layer near the capillary wall that has a

small volume fraction of blood cells. This segregation

phenomenon reduces the local hydrodynamic resistance, but

also endows the segregated blood cells with a higher velocity.

This average velocity is higher than the average liquid

velocity, which is constant throughout the wetted region by

flowbalance and is hence equal to themeniscus velocity. As a

result, the faster RBCs outrace the meniscus and pack behind

it to form a slugwith increasing concentration. The resistance

at the slug finally dominates and arrests further meniscus

advance. Careful scrutiny of the meniscus for different RBC

concentrations shows minute contact angle changes due to

absorption of the RBCs onto the contact line. However, the

contact angle change does not seem to contribute signifi-

cantly to the hydrodynamic resistance. Ironically, the radial

migration which initially reduces hydrodynamic resistance

by removing RBCs from the marginal layer, eventually

causes a high-resistance slug to form behind the meniscus

and induces loading failure.

The results from the three different levels of glutaraldehyde

treated RBC suspensions confirm that glutaraldehyde cross-

linking also reduced the deformability of RBCs, as shown in

Figure 3. For suspensions treated with the highest glutar-

aldehyde concentration (Fig. 3c),RBCsbecame rigid and only

slightly favored the capillary centreline. Their suspensions

also did not exhibit appreciable packing at the meniscus. RBC

suspensions treated with a medium glutaraldehyde concentra-

tion (Fig. 3b) showed more radial migration and meniscus

packing and hence exhibited wetting dynamics somewhere

between rigid and normal RBCs (Fig. 3a).

Penetration experiments were carried out with raw

capillaries and prewetted ones, the latter were washed by

PBS or a Fetal Bovine Serum solution (diluted 1:100 in PBS)

for 15 min, followed by a 30 min water wash. The residual

liquid insidewas removed by connecting one end of the glass

capillarywith a vacuum, and checked undermicroscope prior

to use. Penetration failure observed within 2 cm of the

entrance was found to be independent of raw capillaries and

prewetted ones. The concentration gradient from the packed

meniscus to downstream was prominent and meniscus

velocity differences were within measurement errors.

We did not observe RBC adhesion to the capillary in our

experiments. One possible cause of adhesion is electrostatic

attraction between the capillary wall and RBC. However, we

found the RBC zeta potential to be the same sign as the

capillary wall and also to be independent of cross-linking.

Conversely, repulsive interactions between the like charges

of RBCs and the capillary wall can also contribute to the

observed radial segregation. However, by showing the RBC

zeta potential to be independent of cross-linking, we also rule

out this effect. The zeta potential of normal and cross-linked

RBCs was measured with the RBCs suspended in either PBS

or ILCM. When suspended in PBS, the instrument showed

that the change in zeta potential of the RBCs was within the

margin of error for the instrument (�13.507� 2.704 mV for

normal RBCs and �13.87� 1.825 mV for RBCs cross-

linked at a 2:1 molar ratio). The zeta potential of normal

RBCs suspended in a low-conducting medium, ILCM, was

found to be �35.70� 0.30 mV. However, the zeta potential

again did not change significantly with cross-linking as the

2:1 molar ratio cross-linked RBCs were found to have a

potential of �34.65� 0.36 mV. Data were obtained from at

least two measurements for each suspension. Therefore, the

electrical interaction between the RBCs and the glass wall of

the capillary is not expected to change significantly with

Figure 3. Images of advancing meniscus using suspensions with blood cells cross-linked with different concentrations of glutaradehyde. Image (a)
corresponds to normalRBCswithout cross-linking. Image (c) corresponds to the highest glutaraldehyde concentration (2:1),when neither concentrated slug nor
upstream segregation is formed behind the meniscus. Image (b) is a transitional stage between rigid and deformable blood cells with a glutaraldehyde

concentration ratio of 1:1. [Color figure can be seen in the online version of this article, available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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cross-linking, and thus its impact on capillary wetting and

meniscus packing should not change significantly.Hence, the

observed segregation and packing phenomena, which are

sensitive to cross-linking, are not due to electrostatic

interaction between the RBC and the capillary wall. RBC

sedimentation is not observed during all the wetting

experiments. We estimate the sedimentation time for blood

cells in the 100micron capillary to be 5minwhile ourwetting

experiment is over in less than 30 s.

While the concentrated RBC slugs were observed for all

conditions of normal deformable RBCs, thewetting dynamics

depart from the homogeneous wetting speed produced by

Equation (1) only for high initial RBC volume fractionf0 and

small capillary radius R. In Figure 4, the relationship between

entrance length and recorded meniscus velocity hui, after
normalization by the homogeneous suspension velocity (1), is

shown to approach the theoretical prediction only at small f0

and largeR. The slight scatter of about 10% from (1) ismostly

due to the inaccuracy of our viscosity constitutive equation (2)

used to estimate the wetting velocity of a homogeneous

suspension. For high f0 and small R, hui is found to drop

precipitously over a short distance of less than 1 cm from the

entrance and to deviate from homogeneous wetting. The

meniscus essentially stops completely within this length. The

measured critical concentrations fc, beyond which this

penetration failure occurs, are shown in Figure 5a for different

capillary radii R. The meniscus of every failed penetration

experiment contained a slug of highly packed RBCs. The

concentrated slugs behind themeniscus were observed even if

the penetration was successful, in which case their particle

concentration grewdownstreambutnever approached those of

failed penetrations. The slug began to develop when the

meniscus was at the entrance. Although the particle con-

centration within the slug increased down stream, the slug

length Lslug for normal RBCs was not found to vary signi-

ficantly downstream. However, the slug length’s measured

value was seen to be a strong increasing function of the

capillary radius (Fig. 5b).

For endotoxin treated RBC suspensions, the meniscus

velocity was found to be close to that predicted by the

homogeneous theory. A concentrated slug never formed

behind the meniscus and penetration failure was never

observed. In Figure 6, wetting velocities for normal RBCs

and endotoxin treated RBC suspensions at the critical

concentration fc of normal RBCs were compared for a

21 mm capillary. Instead of a precipitous drop in meniscus

Figure 4. Scaled meniscus velocities versus the wetted length L. The precipitous drop in the velocity for concentrations beyond the critical concentration is

evident for each of the four capillaries used.
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velocity, endotoxin treated RBC suspensions exhibited a

wetting velocity consistent with that of a homogeneous

suspension in (1). We shall show that this tendency towards

homogeneous suspension is endowed by the rigidity of the

endotoxin-treated RBCs. This would be consistent with

earlier speculations that endotoxin treated RBCs are more

rigid (Baskurt et al., 1998; Hinshaw, 1996).

Experiments at the capillary entrance also showed that a

marginal layer clear of particles existed near the wall for all

blood cells (Fig. 7). Averaging the particle separation from the

wall for the experiment in Figure 7 over hundreds of imaging

frames, each corresponding to a 1 cmwetting length, yields an

average marginal layer of 10 microns at the entrance. The

existence of such an entrance layer is apparently independent

of the rigidity of the RBC. Its thickness is roughly the particle

radius a, suggesting that the marginal layer is produced by an

excluded volume effect at the entrance such that the particle

cannot be less than one particle radius away from the wall.

While such amarginal layer due to excluded volume effects is

always present, it reduces the induction length Lt for radial

migration at small capillary radiiR. This is evident inFigure 7c

where a thick marginal layer developed when the entrance

marginal layer was further thickened by subsequent radial

migration of RBCs from the wall at a low advancing velocity.

THEORY AND DISCUSSION

The above results suggest different mechanisms are at play

for the anomalous wetting dynamics of both deformable

RBCs and rigid RBCs in small capillaries. The wetting

process can be divided into three regions, the entrance

transition region, the intermediate migration region and the

Figure 5. a: Critical penetration condition in the concentration - diameter parameter space. The open diamonds correspond to homogeneous wetting and the

closed diamonds arrested wetting due to the packing mechanism. The curve is our theoretical result. b: Measured slug length for three capillary diameters

D¼ 2R and three concentrations (open symbol 10%; blue symbol 5%; closed symbol 1%) compared to our theoretical scaling from balancing rigid particle

radial migration with longitudinal convection.

Figure 6. Normalized velocity evolution for normal RBC suspensions and endotoxin treated RBC suspensions in a 21 micron capillary.
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slug pack region. Deformable RBCs favored the centreline

during the intermediate region and moved with a higher

average particle velocity hupi than a homogeneous suspen-

sion with average fluid velocity hui. At the liquid front, the

meniscus must move at the average fluid velocity hui due to
flow balance. Consequently, the RBCs outraced the liquid

plasma and packed behind the meniscus to form the

concentrated and radially unsegregated slug. The slug

concentration, fslug, increases in time at a rate proportional

to the flux from the segregated region, and hence increases

withf0. As the RBC suspensionviscosity in Equation (2) has

been shown to be as much as 100 times larger than pure

plasma at a maximum volume fraction of f¼ 1.0, viscous

resistance at the slug eventually arrests further blood

penetration into the capillary, and velocity is thus signifi-

cantly decreased. However, for rigid RBCs, particles are not

segregated and the average particle velocity is the same as the

meniscus velocity. This results in no RBC packing onto the

meniscus and similar wetting dynamics to that of homo-

geneous liquid. However, the migration and diffusion

mechanisms at the different regions can be very different,

and consequently a more careful modeling attempt will be

developed in the subsequent sections to quantitatively

estimate the critical penetration condition in Figure 5a for

normal blood suspension with deformable RBCs.

Radial Segregation Model for Intermedial Region

Within the intermediate region, we adopted a radial migration

model for deformable drops that was previously suggested by

King and Leighton (2001), which combines the deformation

term derived by Chan and Leal (1979) with a term that

combines shear-induced migration and self-diffusion

(Leighton and Acrivos, 1987; Phillips et al., 1992) to produce

the radial particle flux for a radially distributed RBC volume

fraction f (r),

Nr ¼ �kdðga m=scellÞ ga ðarÞ=ðR2Þf� Dð@f=@rÞ ð3Þ

where the local suspension viscosity m(f) is taken to be the

bulk value of Equation (2), kd is a universal constant, a is the

particle (RBC) radius, scell is the effective membrane

tension, and g is the local shear rate which has a characteristic
value of hui/R for a capillary. The first term within Equation

(3) is due to shear-induced migration of a deformable particle

with a migration velocity of kd (ga�m/scell) ga (ar)/R
2 due to

particle deformation. The second term, with a diffusion

coefficient D¼ l � ga2f, describes diffusion down concentra-
tion gradients due to particle-particle interaction (l is a

constant including contributions from both self-diffusivity

and gradient-induced drift). We have omitted viscosity

gradient driven diffusion (Phillips et al., 1992), which is

estimated to be unimportant for realistic concentrations, to

produce a single dimensionless parameter.

The scaling with respect to g is different for the two terms

within the flux equation and the ratio between the two, a sort

of Peclet number balancing migration velocity and diffusion

homogenization, yields a unique dimensionless parameter

that determines the relative strength of radial migration due

to the deformability of blood cells to that of diffusion due to

multi-particle interaction of rigid particles,

b ¼ ð2kd=9lscellÞðaPR=f0Þ ð4Þ

This parameter is also analogous to the capillary number,

which measures the ratio of the viscous shear force to

surface tension. This parameter specifies the degree of

segregation of the RBCs. We took King and Leighton’s

empirical value of l¼ 0.3, kd was fitted to be 0.012

subsequently, and scell, was taken to be 4� 10�4 mN/m for

a RBC from the AFM force measurements of Tachev et al.

(18). The pressure gradientP, is related to the characteristic

shear rate g, through a force balance,P� gm/R. This term is

the pressure gradient of a particular flow channel, and can

also be deduced from the flow rate if a homogeneous fluid is

assumed.

In contrast, the shear-induced migration rate for a rigid

particle has a migration velocity quite distinct from the

deformation inducedmechanism. In this case, we balance the

Figure 7. Excluded volume effect for (a) R¼ 10.5 mm, f0¼ 1% (b)
R¼ 25 mm, f0¼ 1%. The cone formation in image (c) suggests that shear
induced migration occurs at the entrance of capillaries (c). The plasma layer

is roughly 10microns for (a) and (b). The corners are cutwith a ceramic cutter

and its sharpness is difficult to control. However, the corner geometry does

not seem to affect the cone formation phenomenon. [Color figure can be seen

in the online version of this article, available at www.interscience.wiley.

com.]
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migration by not just the concentration gradient diffusion

term in Equation (3) but also the viscosity gradient term, as

was done by Phillips et al. (1992),

Nr¼�kca
2ðf2@g=@r þ fg@f=@r þ df2gðdlnm=dfÞ@f=@rÞ

ð5Þ

The third term, which accounts for a viscosity gradient

(d¼ 1.52), is typically small for practical concentrations,

but is retained here for completeness. Its existence does not

produce an additional dimensionless parameter here as all

three terms have the same scaling in Equation 5. As a result

of this identical scaling, steady radial f distribution in well-

developed capillary flow, defined by Nr¼ 0, is a universal

one independent of all parameters. This universal rigid

particle concentration profile can be obtained explicitly for

the power-law viscosity constitutive Equation (2) as a

function of a dimensionless radius scaled by the capillary

radius R. It is shown in Figure 2b and the distribution only

slightly favors the centreline. The ‘‘induction’’ period for

this equilibrium is R2/ga2f and the induction length is

Lt¼ (R3/a2f), as was derived earlier.

For deformable particles, the equilibrium distribution

must be determined numerically by simultaneous solution of

the radial flux Equation (3) with the equation of motion

driven by a constant pressure gradient P
1

r

@

@r
mðfÞ @u

@r

� �
¼ P ð6Þ

As the scaling of the deformation mechanism in Equation

(3) is different from the diffusion mechanism, a universal

distribution is impossible. Instead, the normalized distribu-

tion (f*/f0) is a function of (r/R) and the unique parameter

b in Equation (4). We have obtained these profiles as

functions of b (shown in Fig. 2d for two different b values)

by solving the flux Equation (3) and the equation of motion

Equation 6 simultaneously with particle and fluid flux

balances. The clear plasma layer develops at bc¼ 15/7. At

large b values with high shear, a focused particle distribution
develops on the capillary centreline. Due toRBCdeformation,

this shear-induced migration is much stronger for deformable

cells than for rigidonesat ahighshear rate for capillarywetting

experiments. This explains the lack of segregation seen in both

latex particle and endotoxin treated RBC suspensions (Fig. 1)

during capillary wetting experiments.

From the above arguments, it is clear that, unlike rigid

particles, the apparent viscosity of a suspension of deform-

able RBCs is a function of the single dimensionless

parameter b. In Haynes and Burton’s data for continuous

capillary flow without a meniscus, the apparent viscosity is

observed to increase with R for constant flow rate, Q,

experiments, but to decrease with R for constant pressure-

drop experiments, which is in contradiction to the rigid

particle model. Haynes and Burton’s effective viscosity

estimate contains some error for capillary diameters below

300microns, and consequentlyMerrill et al. (1965) corrected

for the hematocrit difference between the homogeneous

suspensions and segregated ones. Nevertheless, the pertinent

scaling we shall scrutinize is why the apparent viscosity

scales differently with respect to R for constant flow rate and

constant pressure-drop experiments, and we shall examine

their data withR spanningmore than one order of magnitude.

This apparent contradiction is explained by the b scaling of

PR/f0 which introduces a new R scaling through Q. As Q

scales asPR2, a constant Q experiment would correspond to

a b that scales as 1/R instead of the R scaling for a constant

pressure drop experiment with P constant. In Figure 8, we

collapse all given P and Q data for apparent viscosity m,
scaled by the plasma viscosity m0 of Haynes and Burton

Figure 8. Collapsed data of Haynes and Burton (1959) and Merrill et al. (1965) (in square symbols) for whole blood flow in capillaries of radius R at fixed

pressure and flow rate. The horizontal axis of (f0/PR) has the same scaling as b. The data ofMerrill et al. are forf0¼ 39.3% andR¼ 144 mm, 183 mm, 192 mm,

261.5 mm, and 425 mm. [Color figure can be seen in the online version of this article, available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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(1959), and Merrill et al. (1965) into a universal curve that

depends only onf0/PR, the b scaling. If deformability is not

a factor, the apparent viscosity would not be a function of b
and thus should not collapse into a single universal curve in

Figure 8. The collapsed data spans 0<f0< 0.83, 50 mm
<R< 750 mm and 0<P< 160 mmH2O/cm. This excellent

collapse underscores the importance of deformation in blood

rheology and the accuracy of our constitutive equations. The

error in the volume fraction f0, may contribute to the scatter,

but perhaps due to the small range of volume fraction used, it

did not significantly corrupt the collapse.

We note that the value of b decreases with increasing

particle concentration f. At the small b limits, deformable

particles behave like rigid ones and (5) should be used. This

explains the scatter at small b and the better collapse at larger
b. Hence, the deformability of the RBCs is unimportant in the

packed region behind the meniscus. We shall hence use the

rigid particle scalings to estimate the maximum penetration

length of the meniscus by carrying out a particle balance in

the packed region.

Packed Region

While radial migration and segregation of erythrocytes

produces a lower apparent viscosity in well developed and

continuous capillary blood flow driven by a pump, they can

have an opposite effect in wetting flow with an advancing

meniscus. The radially segregated erythrocytes pack behind

the meniscus as they possess a larger average speed than the

meniscus speed. If the packing occurs near the entrance, the

packed slug with elevated hydrodynamic resistance occupies

a significant portion of the wetted length, and capillary

penetration is arrested. If the packing occurs far from the

entrance, however, the lubricating and viscosity reducing

effect of the dominant segregated region prevails.

At the meniscus, radial migration disappears as the radial

shear gradient vanishes for the flat plug-flow velocity profile

at the meniscus. Instead, the diffusion process due to the

radial concentration gradient drives the blood cells to thewall

with a diffusivity that also scales as f0hgia2, where f0hgi
captures the collision frequency that drives this diffusion

process (Leighton and Acrivos, 1987). The slug length, Lslug,

can hence be interpreted by a balance between the radial

diffusion time R2/f0 � ga2 and the longitudinal convection

time Lslug/hui� Lslug/(R � g), and is identical to the induction
length Lt for segregation. Due to their identical scaling, the

segregation length for shear-inducedmigration is identical to

the ‘‘homogenization’’ length due to diffusion. This yields

a Lslug whose R3 scaling is in good agreement with our

measured slug length in Figure 3b. There is a different f0

dependence through blood cell deformation, and conse-

quently we improve the above scaling empirically to

Lslug� 35.0(R3/a2)(f0)
1/2 to produce the good collapse of

measured data for a wide range of RBC concentrations and

capillary radii in Figure 5b.

Once the volume fraction within the slug reaches

maximum packing, the hydrodynamic resistance of this slug

far exceeds that in the rest of the wetted region. This claim

can be estimated by the fact that the viscosity at maximum

packing is about 100 times that of the plasma from Equation

(2). This implies that the effective resistance of the well-

packed slug is roughly equivalent to that of plasma over a

length of 100 Lslug. With the estimate of Figure 5b, this

corresponds to about 3.5� 103 (R3/a2) or 5 m for a capillary

of radius R¼ 50 microns and for whole blood. This value far

exceeds (by two orders of magnitude) the resistance in the

rest of the wetted region in the 15 cm capillaries. We can

hence safely assume that the wetting penetration fails when

the packing reaches the maximum value of f¼ 1 in the slug.

This estimate allows us to determine from a particle balance

in the slug the meniscus position (the maximum penetration

depth) when the meniscus advance is arrested.

Since Lslug is constant throughout the capillary penetra-

tion, the blood accumulation rate in the slug is described by

dfslug=dt ¼ ð ufh i � uh i fh iÞ=Lslug ð7Þ

where h � i denotes the cross-sectional average. A totally

segregated suspension with all particles along the centreline

would yield an initial packing rate of hufi�huihfi� huif0

as the centreline velocity, which is twice the average velocity

hui in Poiseuille flow. With this approximation, Equation (4)

yields a correlation between the slug concentration fslug and

the meniscus position (wetted length) L, (fslug/f0)� (L/

Lslug). The wetted length for the slug to reach maximum

packing or the maximum penetration depth, Lmax, can hence

be estimated by setting fslug to unity,

Lmax ¼ Lslug=f0 ¼ 35:0ðR3=a2Þ=f1=2
0 ð8Þ

Entrance Region

There is an entrance region within the capillary where

the RBCs segregated radially. The length of this

entrance region is nominally the induction length Lt for

shear-induced migration. However, the entrance marginal

layer due to excluded volume effects can significantly reduce

this length for small capillaries. Consider a marginal layer

thickness of b, the particles need only migrate the reduced

distance (R�b) and the entrance transition length, Lt, is then

corrected to

Lt � gh iRðR� bÞ2= gh ifa2 ð9Þ

The segregated region is hence sandwiched between the

entrance transition region and the concentrated meniscus

slug. Precipitous drops occur when the segregated region is

vanishing short and the maximum packing, Lmax, is reached

as soon as the RBCs leave the entrance transition region

Lmax ¼ Lt þ Lslug ð10Þ

An estimate of the critical capillary radius Rc, for

penetration failure of normal blood with deformable RBCs

can thus be obtained as a function of f0 by relating (8), (9)
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and (10),

ðRc=aÞ ¼ 1:77ð1þ 1:04f1=4
0 þ 1:38f1=2

0 þ 1:97f3=4
0 Þ ð11Þ

This theoretical prediction is in good agreement with the

data in Figure 5a. For whole blood at f0¼ 40%, the theory

predicts that the penetration failure occurs when the

capillary radius R is below 40 microns. This is consistent

with the rule of thumb in the diagnostic industry.

This validates our theory that shows the existence of an

entrance marginal layer due to excluded volume effects, an

intermediate radial segregation region due to deformation or

shear-induced migrations depending on the rigidity of the

RBCs and a shear-induced concentration gradient-driven

diffusion region at the packed slug right behind themeniscus.

A large number of the reported particle segregation

mechanisms are hence present. However, the rigid particles

segregate only weakly, as seen in their universal equilibrium

particle distribution in Figure 2b, compared to the severely

segregated distribution of deformable particles in Figure 2a

at large b. As a result, significant meniscus packing and

penetration failure only occur for deformable RBCs.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that capillary loading of blood suspensions by

wetting is sensitively affected by the deformability of the

erythrocyte. The deformed red blood cells migrate away from

the wall and pack behind the meniscus to form a concentrated

slug, whose large hydrodynamic resistance eventually arrests

the advance of the wetting meniscus. This radial migration is

enhanced by an entrance excluded volume effect when the

capillary radius approaches the particle dimension. These

mechanisms combine to produce a critical capillary radius for

loading that is concentration and deformability dependent.We

have demonstrated that endotoxin treated RBCs and glutar-

aldehyde fixed RBCs are indeed rigid. The fact that these

blood suspensions do not lead to loading failure suggests some

possible designs (Srivastava et al., 2005) of sepsis diagnostic

kits, which will be reported in a subsequent paper.
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